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Abstract
How can neural networks be trained on large-volume
temporal data efficiently? To compute the gradients required
to update parameters, backpropagation blocks computations
until the forward and backward passes are completed. For
temporal signals, this introduces high latency and hinders
real-time learning. It also creates a coupling between consecutive layers, which limits model parallelism and increases
memory consumption. In this paper, we build upon Sideways, which avoids blocking by propagating approximate
gradients forward in time, and we propose mechanisms for
temporal integration of information based on different variants of skip connections. We also show how to decouple
computation and delegate individual neural modules to different devices, allowing distributed and parallel training.
The proposed Skip-Sideways achieves low latency training,
model parallelism, and, importantly, is capable of extracting
temporal features, leading to more stable training and improved performance on real-world action recognition video
datasets such as HMDB51, UCF101, and the large-scale
Kinetics-600. Finally, we also show that models trained with
Skip-Sideways generate better future frames than Sideways
models, and hence they can better utilize motion cues.

1. Introduction
Popular deep video models generally rely on spatiotemporal convolutional networks (3D CNNs) [13, 19, 60,
63, 72] or recurrent networks [17, 27, 40] that are trained
with backpropagation (BP) using stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) [7, 21, 33, 39, 53, 66, 67, 69, 73]. This is a powerful
training paradigm but also an expensive one as it needs to
store all the activations in memory to compute Jacobian tensors for the gradient calculations. First, all the activations
are computed in the forward mode, from the beginning to
the end of the sequence. Next, gradients are computed in

the reverse direction, from the end to the beginning. All that
severely limits the scale at which we can train temporal models on large-volume sequences such as videos. Therefore,
typically these video models are trained on short video clips
(about 2.5s at usual frame rate), in offline batch mode.
Sideways [44] is a recent training technique for video
models that decouples the computation along the depth of
the network and introduces computation steps. As a new
frame is fed into the processing pipeline, each layer independently updates the internal state of the network by computing
new activations and gradients. Next, these are passed to the
layers above and below in the next computation step (see
Figure 1 left). Moreover, the information cannot be backpropagated to the same units that produced the activations
as this happened in the past computation steps. One may
say that “everything flows forward in time”, including the
backward pass. Due to these properties, Sideways is more
biologically plausible than the regular backprop, as it does
not block the computation and respects the arrow of time.
Although Sideways, as originally proposed, operates in
a temporal forward fashion, it is not a temporal model per
se, as it has access only to the present frame at each time
step. This results in improved memory efficiency similar to
single-frame models, making it suitable for real-time applications. However, this comes with the cost of not integrating
information temporally, which limits the expressive power
of the resulting models.
In this work, we show that it is possible for models to
process one frame at a time similar to Sideways, while still
being able to extract temporal features. We do this by introducing shortcut (skip) connections in addition to direct
connections between the layers of the model. We study the
training dynamics of the resulting training procedure, which
we call Skip-Sideways, and show that shortcut connections
lead to more stable training and higher accuracy.
Regular skip connections [23] alter the information flow
along the data path of the network by allowing activations

to ‘skip’ layers, creating data shortcuts. In the proposed
Skip-Sideways, activations and gradients along the shortcut
connections are also sent forward in time, effectively creating data paths across time, making it possible to extract
temporal features. This change not only extends the modelling space, which subsumes spatio-temporal models, but
also gives an interesting perspective on shortcut connections
that are typically associated with vanishing or exploding
gradients [22, 26], or ensembles [64].
To validate the proposed setting, we train a traditional
image architecture, e.g., VGG [57], on action recognition
datasets [36, 58], including a large-scale one – Kinetics600 [13] – by encapsulating the neural modules in SkipSideways units. Since there is no data dependency between
units at any one time step, they can process the data in a
depth-asynchronous fashion, maximising parallelism. This
results in a significant speed-up and reduced latency. The
efficiency of the whole network depends only on the worstcase efficiency of an individual Skip-Sideways unit.
To the best of our knowledge, Skip-Sideways is the first
alternative to backpropagation, more biologically plausible,
that is successfully used to train video models at scale.

2. Related Work
Pipelined training. We are inspired by recent works on
streaming rollouts [20, 37], pipelining during inference [12]
and training [29, 44]. In particular, Sideways [44] derives
approximate backpropagation rules by taking advantage of
the smoothness of the input signal. Even though the authors
show that training is possible even with the mismatch between gradients and activations, their method is unable to
learn about scene dynamics during training and inference,
and has not yet been demonstrated outside of small-scale
settings. GPipe [29] is another training procedure that
does exact backprop by splitting batches into micro-batches,
allowing more efficient training. However, it maintains a
‘bubble’ to ensure gradient correctness (Figure 2 in [29]),
hence it cannot use all the hardware resources in parallel, it
needs to store activations, still blocks input frames, and due
to the ‘bubble’ the performance is not the same across all
frames in the sequence.
Shortcut connections. Skip connections have become ubiquitous design elements in modern neural networks [9, 10,
22, 23, 28, 52, 59, 61]. These modules were originally introduced to improve training dynamics, by allowing layers
to learn residual representations w.r.t. their preceding layers. This alleviates the modelling burden and results in better
propagation of gradients to shallower layers through shortcut
connections. Here, the skip connections do not only shortcut
between layers along depth, but also along time, by sending
activations forward in time [12, 37, 42]. In this way, we can
turn frame-based models into spatio-temporal ones without
introducing recurrent units.

Alternatives to backpropagation (BP). Even though BP
is the most commonly used method for training neural networks, multiple works have shown its limitations. BP’s
biological plausibility is questionable [5, 6, 35, 41], as the
chain rule blocks computations during the forward and backward passes and uses symmetric weights in both passes [47]
– this operating regime is unlikely to exist in biological systems. Moreover, this also results in high-latency and low
throughput in training and deployment of temporal models [12, 44], as it unnecessarily couples consecutive layers of
the neural network architecture, limiting model parallelism
and increasing both memory and energy consumption.
Various decoupling strategies [1, 2, 3, 4, 12, 15, 16, 30,
43, 44, 47, 48] deal with some shortcomings of BP, but are
often applied to visually simpler domains, or static images,
or require extra buffers, or investigate solely a biological
aspect. Here, we are interested in decoupling rules that work
well at scale and are applicable to temporally smooth input
signals such as videos, that have slowly varying features [71].
Spatio-temporal models. Spatio-temporal convolutional
neural networks (3D CNNs) [13, 19, 60, 63, 72] have become popular recently, mostly due to their performance.
However, since they process the whole sequence at once,
they are unsuitable for real-time applications and are expensive for representing longer videos, as their memory
footprint and training latency grow with the length of the
sequence when trained with BP. Recurrent neural networks
(RNN) [17, 27, 40] aggregate information over time and
are more suitable for online and causal settings. However, the same memory and latency problems encountered
when training 3D CNNs with BP are also present here as
RNNs require costly backprop-through-time (BPTT) for
training [54, 66, 68]. BPTT scales linearly with the length of
the input signal and requires propagation of information forward and backward in time. Likewise, causal 3D CNNs [50]
still uses costly BP training that has to be done offline. In
our work, we investigate the setting where: (1) models learn
in real-time, (2) with a direct access only to present data
frame, (3) the information (activations, gradients) is sent
only forward in time, (4) the training latency is low, and (5)
we can distribute and parallelize computations.
Recent works [5, 12, 25, 44] model temporal connectivities between modules by connecting consecutive layers
at different time steps. Such a structure has implications
on learning representation [5, 25] and efficiency [12, 44]
as it allows depth-parallel computations of activations and
pseudo-gradients. Our work belongs to the latter category
and we leave learning representation as a future direction.
Forward propagation in time. Regular training of temporal models with BP or BPTT suffers from the timing problem. The common assumption is that the computation of
activations and gradients and their propagation are instantaneous [6, 37, 44] – this is not physically possible. Real Time

Recurrent Learning (RTRL) [45, 46, 70] and Sideways [44]
attempt to mitigate this issue. RTRL computes correct gradients in the forward mode. However, this approach scales
poorly for larger input signals as it requires costly high-rank
tensor computations. Sideways and our Skip-Sideways, on
the other hand, use approximate gradients in the derivations.

3. Background
This section formalizes the learning problem and briefly
describes Sideways [44] – the method upon which we build.
Notation. We use the same notation as [44]. We denote input
[t]
temporal sequences by x = (x[t] )K
∈ Rd and outputs
t=1 , x
[t] K
[t]
dy
by y = (y )t=1 , y ∈ R . To compute Jacobians we use
the following notation. Let

∂hl
∂hl−1 (hl−1 , θl )

=

∂H(h,θ)
∂h

h=h

be the Jacobian tensor of H(h, θ) with respect to the variable
h evaluated at h = h, θ = θ. Note that, we use bold fonts to
distinguish between formal and actual values of the variables.
We present complete notation in the supplementary material.
Real-time learning. We are mostly interested in efficient,
low-latency training, suitable for real-time applications.
Therefore, we propose the following real-time constraints
on our learning problem. We assume that the model has
no direct access to future data, i.e. causal setting, and
has limited direct access to its past inputs. That is, at
time-step t the learning problem is just as a function of
{(x[t−k] , y [t−k] ), . . . , (x[t] , y [t] )}. In this work, we only investigate the case with k = 0. Moreover, training needs
to also scale gracefully to longer sequences, so ideally the
memory consumption is independent of the inputs sequence
length, and the training does not block computations allowing processing the stream of input data at sufficiently high
frame-rate without dropping or buffering input frames. In our
case, we use 25fps, which is common in video modelling.
Reverse and forward automatic differentiation. BP implements reverse mode for gradient calculation. This
allows for efficient gradient calculations by keeping all
the tensors low-rank. More precisely, in the reverse
mode, we always combine low-rank gradients with higherrank Jacobian tensors yielding low-rank outputs. That
2
l
is, if ∇hl l ∈ Rn and ∂h∂hl−1
(hl−1 , θl ) ∈ Rn , we have

[1]
Therefore, if F = G ◦ H(x[1] ), we have ∂f
∂x (x ) =
∂g
∂h
[1]
[1]
∂h (H(x )) · ∂x (x ). In this way BP combines Jacobians
of the same input frame. In contrast, Sideways [44] avoids
blocking computations by combining Jacobians of different
input frames and computing approximate gradients; we will
refer to these approximate gradients as pseudo-gradients in
the following. For the composition above, Sideways com∂g
∂h
[1]
[1]
[2]
putes ∂f
∂x (x ) = ∂h (H(x )) · ∂x (x ), so that two inputs
can be processed at the same time, and it approximates BP
if x[1] ≈ x[2] . Figure 1 (left) illustrates the idea. Note
that since there are no vertical arrows to introduce dependencies, all the layers of the network can be executed in
parallel using an appropriate distributed hardware setting.
The error introduced by this scheme is difficult to formally
quantify. Sideways relies on the fact that the input sequences
are smooth and are sampled with a sufficiently high framerate, which was empirically shown to hold for real videos
and hence validating Sideways. We assume the same here.

4. Skip-Sideways
Single-frame (2D) CNNs do not have access to motion
information other than perhaps through motion blur or semantics. The same holds for Sideways1 . This narrow temporal receptive field motivates us to extend Sideways by
introducing shortcut connections. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate
the difference between Sideways and Skip-Sideways. We can
see that due to the temporal aggregation happening in the forward propagation of both activations and pseudo-gradients
through the shortcut connections, individual units have indirect access to more frames. Moreover, their receptive fields
increase linearly with the depth of the network, similarly
to 3D CNNs with stride 1 [13, 31, 62, 63]. We formalise
the forward propagation of activations and pseudo-gradients
with shortcut connections in the next paragraphs.
Forward-propagation of activations (FA). Skip-Sideways
has two types of connections: direct connections, similar
to Sideways depicted in Figure 2 with solid arrows, and
shortcut connections shown in Figure 2 right, with dotted
arrows. In this setting, one unit can receive information from
several shallower units, e.g., to pool activations from two
units, following formula is used:

l
∇hl l ∂h∂hl−1
(hl−1 , θl ) ∈ Rn as opposed to the forward mode

∂hl+1
∂hl
∂hl−1 (hl−1 , θl ) ∂hl (hl , θl+1 )

[t]

∈ Rn implemented by
RTRL [70]. The downside of BP is that it has to store in memory the activations over time until the gradients/Jacobians
can be computed.
Sideways alters the chain rule of regular BP. It does so by
taking into account the passage of time to evaluate individual components of the chain rule at different time steps.
The easiest way to think about it is through the composition of two functions. BP assumes the whole process
is instantaneous and, in practice, it blocks computations.

[t−1]

[t−1]

γl = hl−1 ⊕ τ hl−2

2

(1)

where ⊕ is a fusion operator (either addition or concatenation), and τ denotes the operation to match dimensions
between hl−1 ∈ Rdl−1 and hl−2 ∈ Rdl−2 , e.g., max-pool or
tile. We can also extend the notation above to k units, i.e.,
[t]

[t−1]

[t−1]

[t−1]

γl = hl−1 ⊕ τ hl−2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ τ k−1 hl−k
1 Note

that, due to Sideways connectivity, the model does combine some
information from different frames by using Jacobians originating in different
frames within one training iteration (see Figure 1 left). However, this is a
weak form of integration and it happens only during the backprop phase.

y t1

y t1
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Figure 1: Sideways (left) and our Skip-Sideways (right) unrolled over computation steps. The coloured squares indicate data
frames. Circles indicate neural modules inside Sideways or Skip-Sideways units. We exemplify a fragment that corresponds
to the forward pass from x[t1 ] (dotted arrows) along with the backward pass (solid arrows). In Skip-Sideways, green arrows
illustrate that the information is sent to different units in the next computation step. Red arrows illustrate how information
is integrated from different units in the previous computation step. Empty circles indicate units outside of the exemplified
fragment. Circles with a single colour indicate where the information has originated from. Circles with multiple colours
indicate how the information is combined together in the backward pass (we only exemplify a few such units). Individual
colours of these multi-coloured circles indicate where the information has originated from. For instance, combining ‘blue
gradient’ with ‘yellow activations’ yields ‘blue-yellow gradient’ (6th computation step and second-last unit). Circles with the
red border show the temporal receptive field of the top unit during the forward pass in Skip-Sideways. Best viewed in color.
where τ 2 = τ ◦τ and ◦ is composition. For the sake of clarity,
we keep our discussion constrained to two blocks only. Note
[t]
[t−1]
that Sideways uses a special case when γl = hl−1 .
The choice of fusion operator ⊕ in Equation 1 subtly influences the training behaviour. Both addition and concatenation are used in the literature, e.g., addition in ResNets [23],
and concatenation in U-NET [55]. Addition is a commutative operation which might prevent the network from differentiating between activations coming from direct or shortcut
connections. Concatenation, on the other hand, does not
suffer from this ambiguity and allows the network to learn
appropriate weights to aggregate the information coming
from direct and shortcut connections, respectively. Note also
that concatenation is well suited to pool over
with differLunits
ent numbers of channels as hl ⊕hk ∈ Rdl
Rdk ∼
= Rdl +dk
and therefore we do not need to perform extra operations
to match the channel dimension; this comes however with
an increase in the number of model parameters. We report
experiments and ablations for both fusion options.
Forward propagation of pseudo-gradients. To account
for the aggregation of activations through schortcut connections, we distribute pseudo-gradients using shortcut connections that mirror their counterparts. Figure 2 shows that a
single Sideways unit (red circle in the left figure) takes activa[t−1]
e t−1 l as inputs, combines
tions hl−1 and pseudo-gradient ∇
l
[t]
hl

them, and outputs new activations
and pseudo-gradients
e t l that are next sent towards the future computation steps
∇
l−1
upwards and downwards, respectively.

In Skip-Sideways (Figure 2, right), we integrate activa[t−1]
[t−1]
tions from direct and shortcut connections, hl−1 , τ hl−2
e t−1 l and ∇
e t−1 l. Next, the
together with pseudo-gradients ∇
hl
τ hl
neural unit processes such information and redistributes acti[t]
vations through direct and shortcut connections, hl and
[t]
τ hl , together with the corresponding pseudo-gradients,
e t l and ∇
et
∇
hl−1
τ hl−2 l.
Using total derivative, we can write formally the forward
propagation of pseudo-gradients used in Skip-Sideways:


e tγ l =
e t−1 l + ∇
e t−1 l · ∂hl (h[t−1] , h[t−1] , θl )(2)
∇
∇
hl
τ hl
l−1
l−2
∂γl
l
et l =
∇
hl−1

e tτ h l =
∇
l−2
e tθ l =
∇
l



et l ·
∇
γl

e tγ l ·
∇
l

[t−1]
[t−1]
∂γl
∂hl−1 (hl−1 , hl−2 )

(3)

[t−1]
[t−1]
∂γl
∂hl−2 (hl−1 , hl−2 )

(4)



e t−1 l + ∇
e t−1 l ·
∇
hl
τ hl

[t−1]
[t−1]
∂hl
∂θl (hl−1 , hl−2 , θl )(5)

where rules 3 and 4 ‘redistribute’ the pseudo-gradients during their forward propagation.
Note that we deliberately define shortcut connections in
the way that the approximation comes only from the temporal misalignment between pseudo-gradients and Jacobians
also present in Sideways.

5. Experiments
Tasks and datasets. We show the benefits of using the proposed setting Skip-Sideways over BP and Sideways using two
tasks: action recognition and future frame prediction, and on
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Depth
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<latexit sha1_base64="zHDwu4i0TRsSc7xfWoy4Lj9U68A=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rt3pZrAIbiwzIuiy6MZlBfuAdiyZTKYNzSRDkhHKMODGX3HjQhG3/oQ7/8ZM24W2HkhyOOdecu8JEkaVdt1vq7S0vLK6Vl6vbGxube/Yu3stJVKJSRMLJmQnQIowyklTU81IJ5EExQEj7WB0XfjtByIVFfxOjxPix2jAaUQx0kbq2we9QLBQjWPzZMP8PtOnXt7PWHHbVbfmTuAsEm9GqjBDo29/9UKB05hwjRlSquu5ifYzJDXFjOSVXqpIgvAIDUjXUI5iovxsskPuHBsldCIhzeHamai/OzIUq2JMUxkjPVTzXiH+53VTHV36GeVJqgnH04+ilDlaOEUgTkglwZqNDUFYUjOrg4dIIqxNbBUTgje/8iJpndU8t+bdnlfrV7M4ynAIR3ACHlxAHW6gAU3A8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH9PSkjXr2Yc/sD5/AE8wl+s=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="lo1B/CYymVHL+4WL0+XxQymU4EE=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSDYGHZF0DJoYxnBPCCJYXb2JhkyO7vM3FXCsh9g46/YWChi6wfY+TdOHoUmHhg4nHMud+7xYykMuu63k1taXlldy68XNja3tneKu3t1EyWaQ41HMtJNnxmQQkENBUpoxhpY6Eto+MOrsd+4B21EpG5xFEMnZH0leoIztFK3WGo/iABQyADStmK+ZNldilk3pYNuKk+8LJMFm3LL7gR0kXgzUiIzVLvFr3YQ8SQEhVwyY1qeG2MnZRoFl5AV2omBmPEh60PLUsVCMJ10ckxGj6wS0F6k7VNIJ+rviZSFxoxC3yZDhgMz743F/7xWgr2LTipUnCAoPl3USyTFiI6boYHQwFGOLGFcC/tXygdMM462v3EJ3vzJi6R+WvbcsndzVqpczurIkwNySI6JR85JhVyTKqkRTh7JM3klb86T8+K8Ox/TaM6ZzeyTP3A+fwA9UZuy</latexit>

1

l
<latexit sha1_base64="U+sOvp8s5mgOoyQTg4okYwbFXqU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgh6LXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzSRBP6JDyUPOqLHSg7jw+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8NrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuq55b9e5rlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwCtX41i</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="RdWzKMrsWAS8CHiD3cCA2JYXTTU=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBgkVw05IUQZdFNy4r2Ac0MUwmk3bo5MHMjVBCdm78FTcuFHHrL7jzb5y0WWjrgWEO59zLvfd4CWcSTPNbq6ysrq1vVDdrW9s7u3v6/kFPxqkgtEtiHouBhyXlLKJdYMDpIBEUhx6nfW9yXfj9Byoki6M7mCbUCfEoYgEjGJTk6sc24NT2Yu7Laai+bJy7GW+08vsMGlbu6nWzac5gLBOrJHVUouPqX7YfkzSkERCOpRxaZgJOhgUwwmles1NJE0wmeESHikY4pNLJZnfkxqlSfCOIhXoRGDP1d0eGQ1msqSpDDGO56BXif94wheDSyViUpEAjMh8UpNyA2ChCMXwmKAE+VQQTwdSuBhljgQmo6GoqBGvx5GXSazUts2ndntfbV2UcVXSETtAZstAFaqMb1EFdRNAjekav6E170l60d+1jXlrRyp5D9Afa5w+Sb5m6</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="kTKBDA2HhBwFXVV06dTChwsHU3E=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyUpgh6LXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzSRBP6JDyUPOqLHSg7io9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqp5b9e4vK/WbPI4inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gCu441j</latexit>

l

2

<latexit sha1_base64="kTKBDA2HhBwFXVV06dTChwsHU3E=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyUpgh6LXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzSRBP6JDyUPOqLHSg7io9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqp5b9e4vK/WbPI4inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gCu441j</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="kLNprcXQ2yHHqmyJGgdQLfVwYQY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgh6LXjxWtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHvDC65crbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol796g5ilEVfIJDWm67kJ+hnVKJjk01IvNTyhbEyHvGupohE3fjY/dUrOrDIgYaxtKSRz9fdERiNjJlFgOyOKI7PszcT/vG6K4bWfCZWkyBVbLApTSTAms7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tOyYbgLb+8SlqXVc+teve1Sv0mj6MIJ3AK5+DBFdThDhrQBAZDeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP7mPjWo=</latexit>

1

t
<latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit>
<latexit

t+1
<latexit sha1_base64="2kDEg7QcjcMS1eGLsxr0L2OpKP8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoiBT0WvXisaD+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvp357SeujYjVI04S7kd0qEQoGEUrPeCF1y9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uw2s/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW355lbQuq55b9e5rlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwC2hY1o</latexit>

Computation
Time

1
1

1
⌧ htl

l

S deways [44]
Sk p-S deways

<latexit sha1_base64="RXFmeCFAFLWm6A2HPHJ7FvtnIgg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipKQblilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/UCYzw</latexit>
<latexit

hlt
<latexit sha1_base64="U+sOvp8s5mgOoyQTg4okYwbFXqU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgh6LXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzSRBP6JDyUPOqLHSg7jw+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8NrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuq55b9e5rlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwCtX41i</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="apYUkSbyG4gf5LMiTuk6IjpXpc8=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsMwFL0pr1JeoYwsERUSU5UgJBgrWBiLRB9SGyLHcVqrjh3ZDqKK8issDCDEyo+w8Te4bQZoOZLlo3PulY9PmDKqtOt+W5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APqx3lcgkJh0smJD9ECnCKCcdTTUj/VQSlISM9MLJzczvPRKpqOD3epoSP0EjTmOKkTZSYNeHoWCRmibmysfFgw5YYDfcpjuHs0q8kjSgRDuwv4aRwFlCuMYMKTXw3FT7OZKaYkaK2jBTJEV4gkZkYChHCVF+Ps9eOKdGiZxYSHO4dubq740cJWoWz0wmSI/VsjcT//MGmY6v/JzyNNOE48VDccYcLZxZEU5EJcGaTQ1BWFKT1cFjJBHWpq6aKcFb/vIq6Z43Pbfp3V00WtdlHVU4hhM4Aw8uoQW30IYOYHiCZ3iFN6uwXqx362MxWrHKnSP4A+vzB9NglO8=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="2jq74Azac+NanIMjOT3APEJr5sY=">AAACCXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx4r2A9oa9hspu3SzSbsTpQScvXiX/HiQRGv/gNv/hvTj4O2Phh4vDfDzDw/lsKg43xbhaXlldW14nppY3Nre8fe3WuYKNEc6jySkW75zIAUCuooUEIr1sBCX0LTH16N/eY9aCMidYujGLoh6yvRE5xhLnk27TyIAFDIANKOYr5k2V2KJ27mpQNPZrLk2WWn4kxAF4k7I2UyQ82zvzpBxJMQFHLJjGm7TozdlGkUXEJW6iQGYsaHrA/tnCoWgummk08yepQrAe1FOi+FdKL+nkhZaMwo9PPOkOHAzHtj8T+vnWDvopsKFScIik8X9RJJMaLjWGggNHCUo5wwrkV+K+UDphnHPLxxCO78y4ukcVpxnYp7c1auXs7iKJIDckiOiUvOSZVckxqpE04eyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsf09aCNZ

<latexit sha1_base64="RXFmeCFAFLWm6A2HPHJ7FvtnIgg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipKQblilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/UCYzw</latexit>
<latexit

l

htl

e t 1l
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<latexit sha1_base64="apYUkSbyG4gf5LMiTuk6IjpXpc8=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsMwFL0pr1JeoYwsERUSU5UgJBgrWBiLRB9SGyLHcVqrjh3ZDqKK8issDCDEyo+w8Te4bQZoOZLlo3PulY9PmDKqtOt+W5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APqx3lcgkJh0smJD9ECnCKCcdTTUj/VQSlISM9MLJzczvPRKpqOD3epoSP0EjTmOKkTZSYNeHoWCRmibmysfFgw5YYDfcpjuHs0q8kjSgRDuwv4aRwFlCuMYMKTXw3FT7OZKaYkaK2jBTJEV4gkZkYChHCVF+Ps9eOKdGiZxYSHO4dubq740cJWoWz0wmSI/VsjcT//MGmY6v/JzyNNOE48VDccYcLZxZEU5EJcGaTQ1BWFKT1cFjJBHWpq6aKcFb/vIq6Z43Pbfp3V00WtdlHVU4hhM4Aw8uoQW30IYOYHiCZ3iFN6uwXqx362MxWrHKnSP4A+vzB9NglO8=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="2jq74Azac+NanIMjOT3APEJr5sY=">AAACCXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx4r2A9oa9hspu3SzSbsTpQScvXiX/HiQRGv/gNv/hvTj4O2Phh4vDfDzDw/lsKg43xbhaXlldW14nppY3Nre8fe3WuYKNEc6jySkW75zIAUCuooUEIr1sBCX0LTH16N/eY9aCMidYujGLoh6yvRE5xhLnk27TyIAFDIANKOYr5k2V2KJ27mpQNPZrLk2WWn4kxAF4k7I2UyQ82zvzpBxJMQFHLJjGm7TozdlGkUXEJW6iQGYsaHrA/tnCoWgummk08yepQrAe1FOi+FdKL+nkhZaMwo9PPOkOHAzHtj8T+vnWDvopsKFScIik8X9RJJMaLjWGggNHCUo5wwrkV+K+UDphnHPLxxCO78y4ukcVpxnYp7c1auXs7iKJIDckiOiUvOSZVckxqpE04eyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsf09aCNZvZJ39gff4A+4iafA==</latexit>

1
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t
<latexit sha1_base64="kLNprcXQ2yHHqmyJGgdQLfVwYQY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgh6LXjxWtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHvDC65crbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol796g5ilEVfIJDWm67kJ+hnVKJjk01IvNTyhbEyHvGupohE3fjY/dUrOrDIgYaxtKSRz9fdERiNjJlFgOyOKI7PszcT/vG6K4bWfCZWkyBVbLApTSTAms7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tOyYbgLb+8SlqXVc+teve1Sv0mj6MIJ3AK5+DBFdThDhrQBAZDeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP7mPjWo=</latexit>

1

t
<latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit>
<latexit

t+1
<latexit sha1_base64="2kDEg7QcjcMS1eGLsxr0L2OpKP8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoiBT0WvXisaD+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvp357SeujYjVI04S7kd0qEQoGEUrPeCF1y9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uw2s/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW355lbQuq55b9e5rlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwC2hY1o</latexit>

F gure 2 I us ra on of he da a flow of S deways ( ef ) and
Sk p-S deways (r gh ) The red c rc e n he cen er represen s
a s ng e un I akes ac va ons and pseudo-grad en s from
he prev ous s ep as npu s processes hem and sends new
ac va ons and pseudo-grad en s o he nex compu a on
s ep

hree da ase s HMDB51 [36] UCF101 [58] and K ne cs600 (K600) [13] In he ac on recogn on ask a s ng e
ac on represen ed as a c ass s presen hroughou an en re
v deo sequence e y t = y t−1 for a t In he fu ure
frame pred c on ask he ground ru h ou pu y t changes a
each me-s ep t A v deos have frame-ra e of abou 25fps
so ha hey sa sfy our assump ons regard ng smoo hness
and s ow y vary ng fea ures HMDB51 and UCF101 are
used n S deways so for compar son we use hese same
da ase s n our ab a on s ud es To showcase our me hod
Sk p-S deways n arge-sca e se ngs we use K ne cs-600
da ase We use reso u ons 112 × 112 and 224 × 224 and
ra n on 64 frames for HMDB51 UCF101 and on 32 frames
for K600 w h s andard npu augmen a on [13]
As we are n eres ed n an a erna ve o BP ha s more
sca ab e and su ab e for v deo mode ng we ra n a he
mode s from scra ch us ng fea ures pre- ra ned w h s andard BP wou d defea he goa of he s udy Be er resu s
are repor ed n he era ure bu hose works use non-causa
se ngs or use ex ra fea ures such as flow ex ra moda es d fferen backbones or var ous pre- ra n ng echn ques
These d rec ons are or hogona o our work where we nves ga e a erna ves o BP on empora sequences n he
rea - me se ng w h no access o fu ure frames
D str buted setup For our exper men s we use a d sr bu ed hardware w h 8 dev ces and we sp he ne work
modu es among hese ava ab e dev ces As v sua backbones n S deways Sk p-S deways and n base nes ra ned
w h s andard BP we use VGG8 [57] for he HMDB51 and
UCF101 exper men s o have d rec compar son w h S deways and a deeper VGG16 for he K ne cs-600 (K600)
exper men s VGG8 hav ng 8 modu es runs as a fu ypara e mode when d s r bu ed on our hardware whereas
for VGG16 we ass gn pa rs of consecu ve modu es o every
dev ce The compu a on for he modu es on he same dev ce

Tab e 1 Sk p-S deways vs S deways [44] on HMDB51
UCF101 and K ne cs-600 (K600) reso u on 112 × 112
We use VGG8 for HMDB51 and UCF101 and VGG16 for
K600 We repor accuracy n % Sk p-S deways uses conca ena on as aggrega on opera or
happens n sequence us ng regu ar BP and he Sk p-S deways
d rec and shor cu s connec ons are app ed be ween dev ces
We prov de more de a s abou he exper men a se ng n
he supp emen ary ma er a
Base nes We have mp emen ed mu p e base nes for our
exper men s F rs we re- mp emen ed causa 3D VGG16
based on [50] Th s base ne s c ose o our Sk p-S deways as
does no see fu ure frames and s capab e of ex rac ng
empora fea ures However
s ra ned w h regu ar BP
As resu s for S deways on arge-sca e da ase s ke
K ne cs-600 are no repor ed n he era ure we have remp emen ed S deways We have ob a ned s gh y be er
resu s han hose repor ed n he or g na paper [44] We
nc ude he resu s from our mp emen a on hroughou h s
sec on
For compar son w h ex s ng works n erms of hardware effic ency we a so mp emen ed a v deo mode us ng
GP pe-s y e ra n ng [29] We prov de he de a s of he
mp emen a on n he supp emen ary ma er a
For he recons ruc on ask we use a s mp e 16- ayer
deep convo u ona mode w hou poo ng or s r d ng hence
ma n a n ng fu -reso u on hroughou he dep h of he
mode we deno e h s mode as Fu -Res We depar from
he rad ona encoder-decoder des gn for wo ma n reasons F rs we hypo hes ze ha preserv ng h gher spa a
reso u on s mpor an for a dense pred c on ask ke recons ruc on Second and more n eres ng n he con ex
of our work even hough yp ca y such a des gn dec s on
wou d ead o proh b ve y expens ve (memory- or speedw se) ra n ng we can read y afford o ra n such mode s
by d s r bu ng Sk p-S deways un s o d fferen dev ces usng he d s r bu ed hardware effic en y We nc ude fur her
de a s of he arch ec ure n he supp emen ary ma er a

5 1 Results
Sk p-S deways vs S deways Tab e 1 shows our ma n resu s
compar ng our proposed Sk p-S deways o S deways [44]
Sk p-S deways s gn fican y mproves over S deways abou
4 2 and 6 per cen po n s (pp) respec ve y show ng he
benefi of he empora n egra on of nforma on
Ab at ons Our ab a on s ud es us fy d fferen des gn
cho ces used n Sk p-S deways and compare he resu s w h

Ablation

Fusion

HMDB51

UCF101

Sideways [44]
Skip-Sideways
Skip-Sideways
FA-Skip-Sideways

add
concat
concat

27.3
29.6
31.4
29.7

62.5
62.8
64.5
61.9

Table 2: Ablations on HMDB51, UCF101; resolution 112 ×
112. We use VGG8 for HMDB51 and UCF101. We use
addition (add) or concatenation (concat) operator to integrate
activations. We report accuracy in %.
Ablation

HMDB51
reg. wide

UCF101
reg. wide

Sideways [44]
Skip-Sideways

27.3
31.4

62.5
64.5

27.8
31.5

64.6
66.0

Table 3: Regular vs. wide models trained with Sideways
or Skip-Sideways. Wide Sideways has the same number
of parameters as Skip-Sideways. Accuracy of the latter is
superior (27.8 vs 31.4). We report accuracy in %.
Training
Sideways + VGG16
Skip-Sideways + VGG16
BP + 3D VGG16
BP + 3D VGG16 (Remat)

256 frames
40
40
1

Table 4: The largest batch-size that can be fit into a single
GPU under the same setting, for different training schemes.
Fitting a batch-size 1 for 3D VGG16 results in out-ofmemory (OOM) error. (Remat) uses rematerialization [38].

Sideways in Table 2.
As the first analysis, we investigate the effect of using
shortcut connections only in the forward pass to aggregate
activations, without distributing the pseudo-gradients as detailed in Section 4. We report the results in Table 2, 4th
row, FA-Skip-Sideways. Although FA-Skip-Sideways improves the results slightly over Sideways, re-distributing
the pseudo-gradients as proposed in our full Skip-Sideways
brings considerable additional improvement.
The choice of fusion operator is important, with a clear
preference towards concatenation, i.e., Skip-Sideways with
concatenation outperforms the Sideways baseline by about 4
and 2 per cent points (pp), respectively, and on K600 by 6
pp (see Table 1).
To rule out that the increased performance of SkipSideways with concatenation is due to the larger number
of parameters rather than the temporal integration of infor-

mation, we run experiments with wider VGG8, so that this
wider VGG8 and Skip-Sideways with concatenation have
similar number of parameters. We report these results in
Table 3. For HMDB51, we can see larger improvement by
3.6pp by adding shortcut connections than merely by adding
more parameters. The results are less clear for UCF101
where models benefit from more parameters. Nonetheless,
in both cases, training with Skip-Sideways significantly improves the results over Sideways.
Stability. Similar to the original Sideways paper [44], we
study the training stability with respect to the input framerate, learning rate, and the number of video cuts (‘montage’).
We have found that Skip-Sideways training is slightly more
stable than Sideways. Interestingly, lower input frame-rate
affects less the Skip-Sideways performance compared to
Sideways, which collapses when the frame rate drops. This
robustness shows the benefit of faster data paths obtained
through shortcut connections. More details on this analysis are included in the supplementary material (‘Stability’),
where we also show that the method converges for lower
learning rates under reasonable smoothness assumptions.
Memory consumption. Our training scheme significantly
reduces memory consumption compared to the standard BP
training. This is because Skip-Sideways is a temporal training scheme that forward-propagates all the information (activations and pseudo-gradients), without the need to store
activations throughout the sequence length like in BPTT.
To illustrate this behaviour, we have trained 3D VGG16
(with BP), Sideways, and Skip-Sideways, and we measured
the maximal possible batch-size on a single Quadro P5000
(16GB) in all three settings, for the same sequence length.
Table 4 shows that Sideways and Skip-Sideways training
allows for much larger batches, whereas BP training has
resulted in out-of-memory error. This result opens the door
to dealing with long videos, beyond the commonly used
2-3 second clips, or to methods that need very large batches
such as contrastive methods [14], or alternative and more
expensive architectural designs such as Full-Res. Note that
Skip-Sideways has a memory usage similar to Sideways even
though, advantageously, the former has a temporal receptive
field growing linearly with the number of Skip-Sideways
units, whereas the Sideways’s temporal receptive field is one.
Speedup. Besides the important memory savings, another
important practical advantage of our proposed training mechanism is the increased speedup obtained due to model parallelism. Table 5 shows our results where we distribute
each Skip-Sideways unit on a different device (with 8 devices in total). We compare Skip-Sideways with the regular
BP (running on a single device2 ) and its distributed version,
GPipe [29], running on 8 devices. The number of steps per
2 Note that, because of the dependencies between layers, even if we
distribute BP training on different devices, the results would be slower due
to communication overhead.

second reported in Table 5 represent the number of whole
training iterations per second, including: fetching data3 , forward and backward passes, and weight updates. As we can
see, Skip-Sideways is almost three times faster than the regular BP training and about two times faster than GPipe. It
is also the only one that satisfies our real-time requirements
(Section 3) as it can process frames at 25fps, it is causal,
and is independent of the sequence length, being able to
scale to potentially infinite sequences. Moreover, we also
compare our model parallelism with batch parellelism (the
last two rows in Table 5), where we train the network with
total batch-size 8 distributed among eight devices. Note
that these parallelism schemes are complementary and SkipSideways can also be used with batch-parallelism. In the
supplementary material we provide more results.
Skip-Sideways vs BP. In Table 6, we compare VGG16
trained with Skip-Sideways to other models trained with
BP. Since Skip-Sideways is a causal model, for fair comparison, we have implemented a causal equivalent of 3D VGG16
and trained it with BP. First, we can see that there is little
difference between I3D [11, 13], an established model for
action recognition, and a 3D CNN with the VGG16 backbone [57] that we denote as 3D VGG16 (see 1st and 2nd
rows). Hence using 3D VGG16 for action recognition is a
sensible choice. Next, we can observe that there is a significant decrease in accuracy when transforming the 3D VGG16
into a causal one (1st and 3rd rows). Our Skip-Sideways (last
row) outperforms the causal 3D VGG16 showing that it is a
valid and competitive training mechanism, while being realtime. We have also found that using another visual backbone
(InceptionNet) gives similar results to VGG16.
Note that the state-of-the-art results on Kinetics-600 are
about 83% [18, 51]. As mentioned above, these results are
generally obtained using various mechanisms that are orthogonal to our work. Here, we use standard visual backbones
and focus on alternative to BP training that satisfies real-time
requirements and is more scalable.
Future frame prediction. Future frame prediction is our
second task. Figure 3 shows results when training models
with Sideways, Skip-Sideways. As expected, motion is a
powerful cue to predict future video frames, and thereof our
Skip-Sideways training significantly outperforms Sideways
training in terms of L2-loss (Table 7). We can observe that
Sideways produces blurry video frames, as it is unable to
extract motion features to reduce uncertainty over where the
pixels will be moving in future frames. On the contrary, the
predictions obtained with Skip-Sideways are much sharper.

6. Conclusion
Alternatives to regular training based on backprop face
many challenges as most of the existing frameworks and
3 Our

asynchronous data fetching has a negligible cost.

steps
sec

Devices

Skip-Sideways + VGG16
Skip-Sideways + VGG16
Skip-Sideways + VGG16
GPipe [29] + VGG16
BP + 3D VGG16
BP + 3D VGG16 (Remat)
BP + Causal 3D VGG16
BP + I3D [13]

2.3
3.6
7.2
4.2
1.9
1.5
2.4
2.9

1
2
8
8
1
1
1
1

BP + 3D VGG16 (Batch-paral.)
BP + I3D (Batch-paral.)

5.5
6.5

8
8

Table 5: Speed comparisons of various training strategies and
architectures in number of steps per second. Column devices
indicates the number of parallel devices used for distributed
training. All models use K600, 32 frames, resolution 224 ×
224, and batch-size 8. (Remat) denotes rematerialization
[38]. The last two rows are exceptions and use batch-size 1
per device. We use space-to-depth transformation.

hardware systems are developed to optimise training based
on backprop.
Yet, even with all the existing optimisations, regular backprop has limitations as it does not scale up with the sequence
length. It keeps large buffers of activations or gradients, and
couples consecutive layers of the network, which blocks
model parallelism along the depth of the model. These result
in high latency systems, which may be unsuitable for realtime vision. In this work, we show that there are possible

Kinetics-600

Backbone

Causal

Accuracy

BP
BP
BP
Skip-Sideways

3D VGG16
I3D [11, 13]
Causal 3D VGG16
VGG16

N
N
Y
Y

72.3
71.9
64.2
67.3

Table 6: Results on Kinetics-600. We use resolution 224 ×
224 and total batch-size 256 in our experiments.
Kinetics-600

L2-Error

Sideways [44]
Skip-Sideways
BP

0.107
0.073
-

Table 7: Results of Full-Res on Kinetics-600, trained with
batch size 64, 112×112, to predict future frames at time-step
t + 8, given the frames up to time-step t. We report pixel
error as L2-norm. Training with BP in this configuration
results in out-of-memory (OOM) error.

Input
Ground-Truth
Sideways
Skip-Sideways (Ours)
Figure 3: Qualitative results for two video sequences from the validation fold of Kinetics-600, where the models need to
generate the frame at step t + 8 into future given frames up to t. From top to bottom: input frames, ground-truth output frames,
predictions of Full-Res trained with Sideways, predictions of Full-Res trained with Skip-Sideways. We can observe that the
predictions of the model trained with Sideways are blurry and semantically similar to inputs, indicating that the model lags
behind. On the contrary, the predictions of the model trained with Skip-Sideways are sharper and semantically closer to the
ground-truth output frames. We use resolution 224 × 224.
alternatives to backprop that reduce coupling between layers,
decrease latency, allow for depth-parallelism, and can integrate information temporally, to obtain accuracy comparable
to standard 3D CNNs. Our work is the first to showcase an
alternative to backprop at scale and we hope that we will
inspire further research into hardware architectures and software implementations that go beyond the standard backprop
paradigm. As future work, we will investigate different architecture designs, mechanisms to augment the proposed
Skip-Sideways with long-term memory capabilities [27], and
investigate similar mechanisms for learning better representations.

7. Appendix
In this supplementary material we provide additional details about the experimental setup used in the main paper,
results about the stability of the proposed Skip-Sideways
training, and additional qualitative results obtained in the
reconstruction task.

7.1. Notation
We denote input temporal sequences by x =
[t]
[t]
(x[t] )K
∈ Rd and outputs by y = (y [t] )K
∈
t=1 , y
t=1 , x
dy
R . We mainly focus on video clips, where each frame
has dimension d = h × w × 3. In action recognition tasks,
we have y [t] = y [1] . We use single-frame 2D CNNs that
map inputs to logits Mθ : Rd → Rdy . These networks are

compositions of layers, written as
Mθ (x[t] ) = HD (·, θD )◦HD−1 (·, θD−1 )◦. . .◦H1 (x[t] , θ1 )
where each layer Hl (·, ·) is a function Hl : Rdl−1 × Rpl →
Rdl , ◦ is a composition, i.e., G ◦ F (x[t] ) = G(F (x[t] )), and
θ = (θl )l , θl ∈ Rpl are trainable parameters. We also use
[t]
hl = Hl (·, θl ) ◦ . . . ◦ H1 (x[t] , θ1 ) to denote activations at
layer l.
We use L : Rdy × Rdy → R defined as L(hD , y) =
PK
P [t]
[t]
[t]
[t]
t=1 l(hD , y ) =
t l , where hD are logits, i.e.,
[t]
hD = Mθ (x[t] ), and l isPa loss at time t, e.g., a crossentropy loss l(h, y) = − i p(yi ) log q(hi ). We update
model parameters
P with the temporally averaged gradients,
i.e., θ := θ − α t ∇θ l[t] , where α is a learning rate.
We use the following notation for Jacobian tensors. Let
∂H(h,θ)
be the Jacobian tensor of
(h, θ) = ∂H(h,θ)
∂h
∂h
h=h

H(h, θ) with respect to the variable h evaluated at h = h,
θ = θ. Note that, we use bold fonts to distinguish between
formal and actual values of the variables. We also use a short(hl−1 ,θl )
l
hand notation ∂h∂hl−1
(hl−1 , θl ) = ∂Hl∂h
(hl−1 , θl ).
l−1

7.2. Experimental Setup
Datasets. We use three datasets:
• HMDB51 has 6,770 video clips representing 51 actions [36], sampled at 30fps. We use the same train and
test splits as [32, 44, 56].
• UCF101 [58] has 13,320 videos clips and 101 human
actions, sampled at 25fps, with clips having 7.21sec on
average.
• Kinetics600 (K600) is a large-scale dataset for action
recognition [13] with around 490,000 videos. It has
600 human actions, and each action has at least 600
video clips per action. The clip duration is 10s, with
frame-rate 25fps.
Tasks. Here we give additional details for the reconstruction
task used in the main paper. At each time-step t, the network
predicts the frame at time-step t + 8, i.e., we want to learn a
mapping Mθ (x[t] ; θ) → y [t] = x[t+8] for all t. We choose
a displacement of 8 frames into the future as this corresponds
to the number of Skip-Sideways or Sideways units that we
use. That is, the output layer has to make a prediction for
the frame that the first layer is about to see. Hence the models have no access to the observation they must predict. To
successfully solve this task, it may be helpful for the models to learn to capture the underlying motion in the scene
so they can re-distribute pixels
PTaccordingly. We minimise
the following objective: T1 t=1 ||Mθ (x[t] ) − x[t+8] ||2l2 .
We compare Skip-Sideways against Sideways. The results

of Skip-Sideways are significantly better than the equivalent model trained with Sideways (see additional qualitative
results included in Figure 9) and it shows the benefit of integrating temporal information through direct and shortcut
connections.
Distributed setting. We experiment on K600 using two
multi-host setups, where we use either 8 or 16 hosts. Each
host has 8 TPUs (Tensor Processing Units) amounting to 64
TPUs in the first setup, and 128 in the second setup. We use
the second setup only for large batch-size experiments shown
in Table 6, in the main paper. Unless we write otherwise, we
use batch-size 16 per host. Hence, the total batch-size is 128
in the first setup and 256 in the second setup.
For VGG8, we put each layer of the network into a single
Skip-Sideways unit and stick all units to different devices.
For VGG16, we group two consecutive layers into a single
Skip-Sideways unit and also stick all units to different devices.
Note that VGG’s design is convenient for the experiments
as it has no shortcut connections and has roughly the same
number of layers as the maximal number of devices (one
per device for VGG8 and two for VGG16) that we use to
distribute Skip-Sideways units. In the distributed setup, we
use JAX [8] and Haiku [24].
GPipe. We have adapted GPipe [29], another realisation
of a distributed training by pipelining. Here, we use the
same breakdown of our models to different pipeline stages,
e.g., two consecutive VGG16 layers are allocated to a single
pipeline stage and hence to a single device. Since the original
GPipe has been designed to work with non-temporal data,
we have extended it to work with videos by creating batches
of frames as micro-batches, using the GPipe terminology. As
GPipe implements correct BP, it also has two phases, forward
and backward, with a parameters update that follows that
on each device separately. Figure 4 illustrates comparison
between GPipe and Skip-Sideways training in terms of device
allocation.
In summary, in GPipe, (i) every micro-batch induces a
forward and a backward computation on every device, (ii)
activations on every device have to be kept alive until the
backwards pass, hence increasing memory pressure, (iii) unless the number of micro-batches is sufficiently large there
exists a non-negligible pipeline ‘bubble’ effect, and (iv) latency, and hence the overall performance, varies as the result
of the moving ‘bubble’. By contrast, (i) we only pay the cost
of the backward computation (to simultaneously compute
activations and gradients), (ii) each device does not have to
hold previous activations as we exploit temporal correlation,
(iii) we induce no bubble, (iv) latency is the same for each
frame.

7.3. Models
3D VGG and Causal 3D VGG. We ‘inflate’ [13] 2D VGG
to 3D VGG and train it from scratch, following the I3D
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<latexit sha1_base64="zYfc3m5HgewJY+WYEfAmPwUJsis=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktQj0WBfFYwX5Au5Zsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjtpaJIrRFJJeqG2BNORO0ZZjhtBsriqOA004wuc78zhNVmklxb6Yx9SM8EixkBBsrtW8G3kOtNChX3Ko7B1olXk4qkKM5KH/1h5IkERWGcKx1z3Nj46dYGUY4nZX6iaYxJhM8oj1LBY6o9tP5tTN0ZpUhCqWyJQyaq78nUhxpPY0C2xlhM9bLXib+5/USE176KRNxYqggi0VhwpGRKHsdDZmixPCpJZgoZm9FZIwVJsYGlIXgLb+8Stq1qudWvbuLSuMqj6MIJ3AK5+BBHRpwC01oAYFHeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifPxspjiY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7PsLv2PT8sh9PuQET/Azyrr46uc=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktQj0WBfFYwX5Au5Zsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjtpaJIrRFJJeqG2BNORO0ZZjhtBsriqOA004wuc78zhNVmklxb6Yx9SM8EixkBBsrtW8GtYdaaVCuuFV3DrRKvJxUIEdzUP7qDyVJIioM4VjrnufGxk+xMoxwOiv1E01jTCZ4RHuWChxR7afza2fozCpDFEplSxg0V39PpDjSehoFtjPCZqyXvUz8z+slJrz0UybixFBBFovChCMjUfY6GjJFieFTSzBRzN6KyBgrTIwNKAvBW355lbRrVc+tencXlcZVHkcRTuAUzsGDOjTgFprQAgKP8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwAcsI4n</latexit>

F23
<latexit sha1_base64="0GgLhhP9SAqyAL7eYQosUx+rYTY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9FgUxGMF0xbaWDbbSbt0swm7G6GU/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY0EmmGPosEYlqhVSj4BJ9w43AVqqQxqHAZji8mfrNJ1SaJ/LBjFIMYtqXPOKMGiv5t4/n3Wq3VHYr7gxkmXg5KUOOerf01eklLItRGiao1m3PTU0wpspwJnBS7GQaU8qGtI9tSyWNUQfj2bETcmqVHokSZUsaMlN/T4xprPUoDm1nTM1AL3pT8T+vnZnoKhhzmWYGJZsvijJBTEKmn5MeV8iMGFlCmeL2VsIGVFFmbD5FG4K3+PIyaVQrnlvx7i/Ktes8jgIcwwmcgQeXUIM7qIMPDDg8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj3nripPPHMEfOJ8/6KqOFA==</latexit>

B20
<latexit sha1_base64="rCVtgPaB+TcCB4Ef7AW879RUUuM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktQj2WevFYwX5Au5Zsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjpaJIrRNJJeqF2BNORO0bZjhtBcriqOA024wvcn87hNVmklxb2Yx9SM8FixkBBsrdZrD2oNbGpYrbtVdAK0TLycVyNEalr8GI0mSiApDONa677mx8VOsDCOczkuDRNMYkyke076lAkdU++ni2jm6sMoIhVLZEgYt1N8TKY60nkWB7YywmehVLxP/8/qJCa/9lIk4MVSQ5aIw4chIlL2ORkxRYvjMEkwUs7ciMsEKE2MDykLwVl9eJ51a1XOr3t1VpdHM4yjCGZzDJXhQhwbcQgvaQOARnuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nDxOCjiE=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="HQzj1zmz3Q2iVS7/xkrSDKvp8ZA=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktQj2WevFYwX5Au5Zsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjpaJIrRNJJeqF2BNORO0bZjhtBcriqOA024wvcn87hNVmklxb2Yx9SM8FixkBBsrdZrD2oNXGpYrbtVdAK0TLycVyNEalr8GI0mSiApDONa677mx8VOsDCOczkuDRNMYkyke076lAkdU++ni2jm6sMoIhVLZEgYt1N8TKY60nkWB7YywmehVLxP/8/qJCa/9lIk4MVSQ5aIw4chIlL2ORkxRYvjMEkwUs7ciMsEKE2MDykLwVl9eJ51a1XOr3t1VpdHM4yjCGZzDJXhQhwbcQgvaQOARnuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nDxUHjiI=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="cTQeuNrS78n+Dthfc5W+cBj3ZQ0=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48VTFtoY9lsN+3azW7Y3Qgl9D948aCIV/+PN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRW8tUEeoTyaXqhlhTzgT1DTOcdhNFcRxy2gknN7nfeaJKMynuzTShQYxHgkWMYGOldnPgPbiVQbXm1t050CrxClKDAq1B9as/lCSNqTCEY617npuYIMPKMMLprNJPNU0wmeAR7VkqcEx1kM2vnaEzqwxRJJUtYdBc/T2R4VjraRzazhibsV72cvE/r5ea6DrImEhSQwVZLIpSjoxE+etoyBQlhk8twUQxeysiY6wwMTagPARv+eVV0r6oe27du7usNZpFHGU4gVM4Bw+uoAG30AIfCDzCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8ARH7jiA=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="E7YJVYZXvPGTuq51YDIFHF8aj3w=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GNREI8VTFtoY9lsp+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+goeNUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+WDGScYRHQgeZ8zaqzk3z6ed71uueJW3RnIMvFyUoEc9W75q9OLWRqhNExQrduem5ggo8pwJnBS6qQaE8pGdIBtSyWNUAfZ7NgJObFKj/RjZUsaMlN/T2Q00nochbYzomaoF72p+J/XTk3/Ksi4TFKDks0X9VNBTEymn5MeV8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbD4lG4K3+PIyaZxVPbfq3V9Uatd5HEU4gmM4BQ8uoQZ3UAcfGHB4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWgpPPHMIfOJ8/5yaOEw==</latexit>

Bubble

<latexit sha1_base64="p1p3q+taXWjSWaB3s9ROfIi8ldU=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktQj2WevFYwX5Au5Zsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjpaJIrRNJJeqF2BNORO0bZjhtBcriqOA024wvcn87hNVmklxb2Yx9SM8FixkBBsrdZrD2kOtNCxX3Kq7AFonXk4qkKM1LH8NRpIkERWGcKx133Nj46dYGUY4nZcGiaYxJlM8pn1LBY6o9tPFtXN0YZURCqWyJQxaqL8nUhxpPYsC2xlhM9GrXib+5/UTE177KRNxYqggy0VhwpGRKHsdjZiixPCZJZgoZm9FZIIVJsYGlIXgrb68Tjq1qudWvburSqOZx1GEMziHS/CgDg24hRa0gcAjPMMrvDnSeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPHxaMjiM=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="yqoyVoXvFrQuarDIoHRDBm4u78U=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mIoMdSLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8x2/agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaU7ITFMcMmallvBOolmJA4Fa4fjm9xvPzFtuJL3dpKwICZDySNOiXVSq97HD7jUL1f8qj8DWiV4QSqwQKNf/uoNFE1jJi0VxJgu9hMbZERbTgWblnqpYQmhYzJkXUcliZkJstm1U3TmlAGKlHYlLZqpvycyEhsziUPXGRM7MsteLv7ndVMbXQcZl0lqmaTzRVEqkFUofx0NuGbUiokjhGrubkV0RDSh1gWUh4CXX14lrYsq9qv47rJSqy/iKMIJnMI5YLiCGtxCA5pA4RGe4RXePOW9eO/ex7y14C1mjuEPvM8fE4COIQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="4HZT/XT6uOsXOw+C4ZhGTRbut3c=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKoMdSLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8x2/agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ3FuNvr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWasiZVQulOSAwTXLKm5VawTqIZiUPB2uH4JvfbT0wbruS9nSQsiMlQ8ohTYp3UqvfxAy71yxVcxTOgVeIvSAUWaPTLX72BomnMpKWCGNP1cWKDjGjLqWDTUi81LCF0TIas66gkMTNBNrt2is6cMkCR0q6kRTP190RGYmMmceg6Y2JHZtnLxf+8bmqj6yDjMkktk3S+KEoFsgrlr6MB14xaMXGEUM3drYiOiCbUuoDyEPzll1dJ66Lq46p/d1mp1RdxFOEETuEcfLiCGtxCA5pA4RGe4RXePOW9eO/ex7y14C1mjuEPvM8fEHSOHw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="lwazjsBCGTmJGRio+QAVJoGXI7E=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GNREI8VTFtoY9lsp+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+goeNUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+WDGScYRHQgeZ8zaqzk3z6ed91uueJW3RnIMvFyUoEc9W75q9OLWRqhNExQrduem5ggo8pwJnBS6qQaE8pGdIBtSyWNUAfZ7NgJObFKj/RjZUsaMlN/T2Q00nochbYzomaoF72p+J/XTk3/Ksi4TFKDks0X9VNBTEymn5MeV8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbD4lG4K3+PIyaZxVPbfq3V9Uatd5HEU4gmM4BQ8uoQZ3UAcfGHB4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWgpPPHMIfOJ8/5aKOEg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="4+V8E6/63fHdGl2ZNEXalFnX05I=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMdSLx4rmFpoY9lsN+3SzSbsToRS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMkmmGfdZIhPdDqnhUijuo0DJ26nmNA4lfwhHNzP/4YlrIxJ1j+OUBzEdKBEJRtFKfuPxolfrlStu1Z2DrBIvJxXI0eyVv7r9hGUxV8gkNabjuSkGE6pRMMmnpW5meErZiA54x1JFY26CyfzYKTmzSp9EibalkMzV3xMTGhszjkPbGVMcmmVvJv7ndTKMroOJUGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5z0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytPmUbAje8surpFWrem7Vu7us1Bt5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA630AQfGAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/4oqOEA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qWCHYYL1VljZax5St+FsGgAZMWI=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktQj2WevFYwX5Au5Zsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjpaJIrRNJJeqF2BNORO0bZjhtBcriqOA024wvcn87hNVmklxb2Yx9SM8FixkBBsrdZpD76FWGpYrbtVdAK0TLycVyNEalr8GI0mSiApDONa677mx8VOsDCOczkuDRNMYkyke076lAkdU++ni2jm6sMoIhVLZEgYt1N8TKY60nkWB7YywmehVLxP/8/qJCa/9lIk4MVSQ5aIw4chIlL2ORkxRYvjMEkwUs7ciMsEKE2MDykLwVl9eJ51a1XOr3t1VpdHM4yjCGZzDJXhQhwbcQgvaQOARnuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nDxUFjiI=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="g0NpyoZgvDOmXADSRyxdcRX90Bw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GOpF48VTFtoY9lsN+3SzSbsToRS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNEmmGfdZIhPdDqnhUijuo0DJ26nmNA4lb4Wj25nfeuLaiEQ94DjlQUwHSkSCUbSSX3+87Hm9csWtunOQVeLlpAI5Gr3yV7efsCzmCpmkxnQ8N8VgQjUKJvm01M0MTykb0QHvWKpozE0wmR87JWdW6ZMo0bYUkrn6e2JCY2PGcWg7Y4pDs+zNxP+8TobRTTARKs2QK7ZYFGWSYEJmn5O+0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOGNp+SDcFbfnmVNC+qnlv17q8qtXoeRxFO4BTOwYNrqMEdNMAHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucP4QaODw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="x64EeDnl7cL2vfc/4o7+N05xNbA=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48VTFtoY9lsN+3azW7Y3Qgl9D948aCIV/+PN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRW8tUEeoTyaXqhlhTzgT1DTOcdhNFcRxy2gknN7nfeaJKMynuzTShQYxHgkWMYGOldnPgPniVQbXm1t050CrxClKDAq1B9as/lCSNqTCEY617npuYIMPKMMLprNJPNU0wmeAR7VkqcEx1kM2vnaEzqwxRJJUtYdBc/T2R4VjraRzazhibsV72cvE/r5ea6DrImEhSQwVZLIpSjoxE+etoyBQlhk8twUQxeysiY6wwMTagPARv+eVV0r6oe27du7usNZpFHGU4gVM4Bw+uoAG30AIfCDzCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8ARH5jiA=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="snbcpx8EijqzlZX0XyehRIfoxuA=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktQj2WevFYwX5Au5Zsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjpaJIrRNJJeqF2BNORO0bZjhtBcriqOA024wvcn87hNVmklxb2Yx9SM8FixkBBsrdZpD96FWGpYrbtVdAK0TLycVyNEalr8GI0mSiApDONa677mx8VOsDCOczkuDRNMYkyke076lAkdU++ni2jm6sMoIhVLZEgYt1N8TKY60nkWB7YywmehVLxP/8/qJCa/9lIk4MVSQ5aIw4chIlL2ORkxRYvjMEkwUs7ciMsEKE2MDykLwVl9eJ51a1XOr3t1VpdHM4yjCGZzDJXhQhwbcQgvaQOARnuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nDxN+jiE=</latexit>

3

<latexit sha1_base64="zuiw5heMvC3Rnddj4NgDh16fvGk=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GOpF48VTFtoY9lsN+3SzSbsToRS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNEmmGfdZIhPdDqnhUijuo0DJ26nmNA4lb4Wj25nfeuLaiEQ94DjlQUwHSkSCUbSSX3+87Lm9csWtunOQVeLlpAI5Gr3yV7efsCzmCpmkxnQ8N8VgQjUKJvm01M0MTykb0QHvWKpozE0wmR87JWdW6ZMo0bYUkrn6e2JCY2PGcWg7Y4pDs+zNxP+8TobRTTARKs2QK7ZYFGWSYEJmn5O+0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOGNp+SDcFbfnmVNC+qnlv17q8qtXoeRxFO4BTOwYNrqMEdNMAHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucP34KODg==</latexit>

F00
<latexit sha1_base64="H7ntPC6Xyr8QBagUPqXfGPHMmk0=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lawIeiwK4rGC2xbatWTTbBuazS5JVihLf4MXD4p49Qd589+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIYS8g3WlldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNk2SacZ8lMtHtkBouheK+FVbydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPdpzyIKYDJSLBqHWSf9sjj6RXqZIamQEvE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFXlklqTMcjqQ1yqq1gkk/K3czwlLIRHfCOo4rG3AT57NgJPnVKH0eJdqUsnqm/J3IaGzOOQ9cZUzs0i95U/M/rZDa6CnKh0sxyxeaLokxim+Dp57gvNGdWjh2hTAt3K2ZDqimzLp+yC8FbfHmZNM9rHql59xfV+nURRwmO4QTOwINLqMMdNMAHBgKe4RXekEIv6B19zFtXUDF
sha1_base64="H7ntPC6Xyr8QBagUPqXfGPHMmk0=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lawIeiwK4rGC2xbatWTTbBuazS5JVihLf4MXD4p49Qd589+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIYS8g3WlldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNk2SacZ8lMtHtkBouheK+FVbydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPdpzyIKYDJSLBqHWSf9sjj6RXqZIamQEvE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFXlklqTMcjqQ1yqq1gkk/K3czwlLIRHfCOo4rG3AT57NgJPnVKH0eJdqUsnqm/J3IaGzOOQ9cZUzs0i95U/M/rZDa6CnKh0sxyxeaLokxim+Dp57gvNGdWjh2hTAt3K2ZDqimzLp+yC8FbfHmZNM9rHql59xfV+nURRwmO4QTOwINLqMMdNMAHBgKe4RXekEIv6B19zFtXUDFzBH+APn8A4RKODw==</latexit>
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F gure 4 We show our adap a on of GP pe [29] o v deo mode ng ( ef ) and compare w h S deways [44] and our
Sk p-S deways (r gh ) We on y show he dev ce p acemen dur ng he forward pass (F ) and backward pass (B) Because of
ha we gnore shor cu connec ons n Sk p-S deways n h s us ra on Here we cons der hree d s r bu ed dev ces Fkt
deno es ha ac va ons compu ed n he forward pass from he t- h npu frame are p aced on he k- h dev ce We use s m ar
no a on for grad en s dur ng he backward pass e Bk For S deways and Sk p-S deways we use Bk1 2 o deno e ha he
grad en was ob a ned from he ncom ng grad en compu ed based on he 1 - h npu frame and Jacob an based on he 2 - h
1 2
npu frame We ex end h s no a on o Bk1 2 3 ha deno es he grad en Bk+1
s comb ned w h Jacob an compu ed based on
he 3 - h npu frame on he k- h dev ce For he sake of c ar y we on y show four npu frames for GP pe However we can
see ha n he same number of we ve compu a on s eps Sk p-S deways can process more npu frames and does no nduce
he ‘bubb e’ The ver ca ax s deno e d fferen dev ces and hor zon a ax s compu a on me
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F gure 5 Our wo base ne arch ec ures Causa 3D VGG and Fu -Res No e ha con rary o he F gure 1 n he ma n paper
here we on y show he connec v y of he arch ec ure and no he flow of pseudo-grad en s nor ac va ons Moreover he
me n he figure refers o npu da a frames – no he compu a on me
mode Tha s we ex end spa a VGG16 [57] kerne s o
nc ude empora d rec on We use 3×3×3 kerne shapes for
convo u ons and max-poo ng S nce Sk p-S deways ra n ng
s rea - me and hence causa for a fa r compar son we have
a so mp emen ed Causa 3D VGG We have observed a
s gh y be er performance w h kerne s 3 × 3 × 3 over
2 × 3 × 3 (from 63 7 o 64 2) For s m p c y we us ra e
he a er var an n F gure 5a) We ra n a he mode s w h
ADAM [34] and a cos ne earn ng ra e schedu e
Fu -Res network As a proof-of-concep we have mp e-

men ed a ne work ha ma n a ns he npu reso u on hrough
a he ayers We have des gned he arch ec ure o be ( ) concep ua y s mp e ( ) no reduce spa a d mens ons and ( )
be be er a u s ng hardware resources n a d s r bu ed se ng Even hough be er u ses he d s r bu ed hardware
resources s ra n ng s expens ve w h BP and us ng a s ng e dev ce The ne work cons s s of a s ack of convo u ona
kerne s w h 3 × 3 fi ers and poo ng ayers w h he same
kerne shape (3×3) In a cases we use s r d ng one so ha
here s no reduc on n spa a d mens ons We use 64 chan-

nels in the first two consecutive blocks, and next 32 channels
for rest of the network except from the last layer that maps
back the latent space into 3 channels, which we interpret
as RGB channels. We use Rectified Linear Units (ReLU)
after each convolution, and hard hyperbolic tangent [49] in
the last layer. Each two consecutive convolutional layers
are followed by a single pooling layer. We use eight such
blocks that we assign to different distributed devices within
the Skip-Sideways units. We do not use a pooling layer after
the last convolutional layer. We use batch-normalization just
before ReLU. Figure 5b) illustrates the architecture showing
all the blocks.

7.4. Speed and Memory
We show results on speed improvements and memory
savings.
Space-to-depth. In all our experiments, we use space-todepth transformation, which makes computations more TPUfriendly. More precisely, we first divide each frame into
2-by-2 non-overlapping patches and then we align them
along the channel dimension. This transformation decreases
each spatial dimension by two, and increases the channel
dimension by four. Equivalently, it also increases the spatial
receptive field of convolutional neural networks two times
per spatial dimension and results in fewer but more costly
convolutions (see Figure 4 in [65])4 . Overall, however, spaceto-depth transformation often speeds up training without
affecting the accuracy of the model, but this is hardware
and model specific. We also experiment with spacetime-todepth transformation where we repeat the same procedure
also along the time dimension. It further speeds up the
computations as shown in Table 8. For our experiments with
Sideways and Skip-Sideways, we keep a more pure setup
with only space-to-depth transformation. This is because we
want to explicitly model the temporal transitions through the
Sideways or Skip-Sideways temporal connections.
Rematerialization. Rematerialization [38] is a method that
saves memory at the cost of extra computation. That is,
the technique recomputes some intermediate activations
instead of storing them in memory. Specifically, we use
‘haiku.remat’ where we rematerialize each vgg-block consisting of two or three 3D CNNs.

7.5. Theoretical Savings
Sideways and Skip-Sideways do not propagate gradients
back in time, only forward in time. This means that, in
contrast to the traditional backpropagation, both mechanisms do not need to store activations over a long sequence.
Therefore the memory cost is the same as the cost of doing backpropagation of per-frame models and is independent of the number of frames. Hence, as long as the
4 https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/
nn/space_to_depth

steps
sec

Devices

Skip-Sideways + VGG16
Skip-Sideways + VGG16
Skip-Sideways + VGG16
GPipe [29] + VGG16
BP + 3D VGG16
BP + 3D VGG16 (Remat)
BP + Causal 3D VGG16
BP + I3D [13]

2.3
3.6
7.2
4.2
1.9
1.5
2.4
2.9

1
2
8
8
1
1
1
1

BP + 3D VGG16 (Batch)
BP + I3D (Batch)
BP + I3D (Batch)∗

5.5
6.5
7.9

8
8
8

Table 8: Speed comparisons of various training strategies and
architectures in number of steps per second. Column devices
indicates the number of parallel devices used for distributed
training. All models use K600, 32 frames, resolution 224 ×
224, and batch-size 8. (Remat) denotes rematerialization
[38]. The last two rows are the exceptions and use batchsize 1 per device. We use space-to-depth transformation. ∗
denotes space-time-to-depth transformation.

memory savings are concerned, both mechanisms should
scale up indefinitely with respect to the duration of the
video. Moreover, in a distributed setting, if we do not count
the costs of inter-device communication, the overall speed
should be bounded only by the speed of the slowest device. That is, if the network is a composition of D modules
Mθ (x[t] ) = HD (·, θD )◦HD−1 (·, θD−1 )◦. . .◦H1 (x[t] , θ1 )
and each module Hj sits on the j-th device, the run-time
T of Mθ is T (Mθ ) = maxj T (Hj ). Notice that with regular backprop the same runtime is the sum of runtimes of
individual modules.

7.6. Stability
Our method assumes smoothness of the input signal. In
this section, we investigate two settings that break that assumption and see how those impact our training.
Frame-rate. We run experiments on HMDB51 to investigate the effect of hyperparameters (learning rate and input frame rate) on training stability for the proposed SkipSideways compared to the original Sideways [44]. Intuitively,
the higher the learning rate or the lower the frame-rate,
the more we depart from our initial assumptions about the
smoothness of the input or intermediate activations across
time steps, hence the less stable the training should be. For
frame-rate, we consider the values 30fps, 15fps, 7fps, 4fps.
For learning rates, we use the values 1.0, 0.1, 0.01.
Figure 6 shows the behaviour when using different initial learning rates and Figure 7 shows the behaviour when
varying the input frame-rate.

Figure 6: Robustness on the training fold with respect to the choice of the initial learning rate for Sideways (left) and our
Skip-Sideways (right). Red, green and blue denote the initial learning rate as 0.01, 0.1, 1.0. Solid curves depict the mean and
shaded areas show variance across various input frame-rates.

Figure 7: Robustness on the training fold with respect to the choice of the input frame-rate for Sideways (left) and our
Skip-Sideways (right). Red, olive, green and violet denote the input frame-rate as 30, 15, 7, 4 respectively. Solid curves depict
the mean and shaded areas show variance across various input initial learning rates.
In both figures, it can be observed that the proposed SkipSideways (on the right) has a more stable training compared
to Sideways. In particular, our Skip-Sideways is much more
robust w.r.t. frame-rate. We hypothesise that through shortcut and direct connections, the network can build smoother
representation, for instance, by interpolating between frames
in the hidden space. Montage shots. We run experiments
on HMDB51, where we create training sequences by assembling a new video from two or more different clips, which
we call montage shots. Here, we investigate two scenarios.
In the first scenario, we assemble 32 frames videos by concatenating 16 frames from one video and 16 frames from
another video sampled from the same batch. Labels follow
the same procedure. That is, the first 16 labels come from
the first video, and the next 16 labels come from the second
video. We also experiment with the concatenation of 3 video
clips, each with 16 frames. Figure 8 shows the results. We
can see a certain degree of robustness to cuts in a video clip.
The more cuts, the worse the performance of the method.
In the second scenario, we interleave frames from all
videos. That is, we use the 1st frame from the video 1, then
the 1st frame from the video 2, then the 1st frame from the

video 3, then the 2nd frame from the video 1, then the 2nd
frame from the video 2, then the 2nd frame from the video
3, and repeat that for a total of 48 frames, with 16 frames
per clip. Note that the method, by design, is robust for
interleaving 2 video clips as there is no interference between
neurons operating on consecutive frames (e.g., x[1] and x[2]
in Figure 1, in the main paper). We did not manage to train
the network with Skip-Sideways in that setting.
In both experiments, we use per-frame losses with perframe labels. All the results above indicate that our SkipSideways training is robust if the input is reasonably smooth.

7.7. Qualitative Results
We provide further qualitative results for the future frame
prediction task. Here, we use higher frame resolution 224 ×
224. Note that the same resolution is maintained over all the
layers of our neural networks, from the input input towards
the output. We compare Sideways with Skip-Sideways to
show the difference between both when the information is
aggregated temporally. As noted in the main paper, using
Full-Res models is expensive for BP. This shows that we
can possibly use computationally or memory-wise more

Figure 8: Robustness of Skip-Sideways on the montage experiments where we concatenate two (left) or three (right) video
clips into a larger video. Red, green and blue denote the initial learning rate as 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01. We can see that in general
more video cuts hurt the performance. Sometimes the learning collapses for larger learning rates.
expensive models in video modelling. We show the results
in Figure 9.
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